Activities of recombinant human bleomycin hydrolase on bleomycins and engineered analogues revealing new opportunities to overcome bleomycin-induced pulmonary toxicity.
The bleomycins (BLMs) are widely used in combination therapies for the treatment of various cancers. Dose-dependent and cumulative pulmonary toxicity is the major cause of BLM-associated morbidity, limiting the broad uses of BLMs as anticancer drugs. The organ specificity of BLM-induced toxicity has been correlated with the expression of the hBLMH gene, encoding the human bleomycin hydrolase (hBLMH), which is poorly expressed in the lung. hBLMH hydrolyzes BLMs into the biologically inactive deamido BLMs, thereby protecting organs from BLM-induced toxicity. Here we report (i) expression of hBLMH and production and isolation of recombinant human bleomycin hydrolase (rhBLMH) from E. coli, (ii) structural characterization of deamido BLM A2 and B2 isolated from rhBLMH-catalyzed hydrolysis of BLM A2 and B2, and (iii) kinetic characterization of the rhBLMH-catalyzed hydrolysis of BLM A2 and B2, in comparison with five BLM analogues. rhBLMH from E. coli catalyzes rapid and efficient hydrolysis of all BLMs tested, exhibiting a superior catalytic efficiency for BLM B2. These findings reveal new opportunities to overcome BLM-induced pulmonary toxicity in chemotherapies, potentially by exploring BLM B2 as the preferred congener, engineering designer BLMs with optimized activity for rhBLMH, or co-administrating rhBLMH directly into the lung as a potential protein therapeutic.